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ELECTFICITY IN THE WOOPS

j
INTRQPUCT ION

In order to initiate a discussion of the modern uses of

electricity in the woods operations, it is first necessary to
have some idea of the formative period that led up to this

development in the logging industry.

Logging itself, has been

going on ever since man first began to bujld houses and other
structures of wood.

In its present era, however,

it can be

reckoned as just beginning in the New England states when they
began to develop industrially.
There the first logging was done by means of horses or
oxen.

In the small timber of that part of the country, main

roads were laid out, and leading into them were smaller side

roads.

Down these contrivances wer^ hauled the logs, at first

without form of sled, and then later, in the winter, with the
aid of sleds.

This crude horse logging kept on developing until

it reached the Lake states.

the winter.

Here the logging was all done in

The logs were loaded on sleighs and pulled by

teams of horses to the edge of the stream down which they were

to be driven the next spring.

The logs were piled up along the

edge of the stream and so arranged that the breaking ice, In
the springtime, sent them slithering Into the water, to be
taken out at some mill down below.

After this method had been going on for some time, a man

with an inventive turn of mind, adopted the principle of the
steam locomotive to an arrangement known as the steam log-1-

hauler.

This in reality was the fore-runner of our present

day caterpillar tractor.

It consisted of a horizontal type

locomotive boiler mounted on a chassis with a caterpillar

tread and a large flanged wheel in front to stear the machine.
This was designed primarily to take the part of the horse in

the winter work in the Lake states and did much to help in the
steady increase of efficiency in the

industry, for from the

in

vention of this peculiar log-hauler was to spring the idea for
the present day system as used on the Pacific Coast.

Among those who first saw the log-hauler, was a man that
became suddenly fired with an idea.

He did not remain content

with that advance in the methods of the industry, but decided,
instead„ to create a type of machine that would operate on a

track.

As the result of his efforts, the first Shay locomotive

was brought into use, and immediately it came into wide popul

arity.

Bryant, in "Logging", states that the first use of steel

rail lines was made in 1876, and that bv 1881 there wer^ 76

machines in operation in and thruout the L*ke states.

At about

the same time, in 1883, the first patent was granted on a cable

power method of getting logs out of the Carolina swamps.

This

consisted primarily of an endless chain that was taken out into
the woods and back again, and usually did not go out much more

than five hundred feet at the maximum.

The first power methods

used on the coast consisted of a single cable that was taken into
the woods by horsepower and then hooked onto the log which was

pulled back in.

The methods improved gradually and by 1890 they

almost entirely supplanted the use of ox teams and other forms
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of animal power logging.
After the

-arly loosing engines had been in operation for some

time, there began to be felt4 a demand for a larger and faster
output.

This gave an incentive for the various machines to be

improved upon.

First of all, the sizes of the machines were

increased so as to give more power on the lines, and soon the
first complete circuit rig was invented.

This consisted of a

ground logging method in which "Tommy Moore's" were used, only,
however, to the great hardship of men, patience, line, and
equipment.

It was not long before it was realized that a system

in which the pull on the log could be upward as well as forward

in order to avoid hang-ups, etc., would be of great benefit to
the industry.

Consequently, the present day high lead svstems

were brought into being, and later the sky line systems, such
as the North Bend, McFarlane, Lidgerwood, and Tyler.

With the

increase of efficiency in methods, came the demand for more

speed to make for greater output.

First to answer this call,

was the high speed engine, a high speed yarder with single speed.
This was found to be, after considerable use, not so very pract

ical and as a result the two-speed yarder was evolved.

consisted of e machine with a low and a h;gh speed.

This

The low

speed was used for the hard pulls, and the higher speed, for
the faster going on good ground.

By manipulating the friction

on the engine, the speed could be changed while the engine was
in operation.
geared machine.

Another type thft came into ,use was the compoundThis rig, exerted its power thru a train of

gears so as to obtain more power.
-3-

This was the state of affairs up to 1910, when the first

electric logging donkey was manufactured jointly by the Will

amette Iron and Steel Works, the Westinghouse Electric Company,
and the Smith Lumber Company of Marshfield.

This first attempt

at the logging donkey consisted of 8 normal eleven by thirteen

Willamette Humboldt yarder, less the boiler and cylinders, dir
ectly geared to a

165 horsepower electric motor that was built

for variable speeds.

The first test, was made near Marshfield,

and consisted of actually logsring on the ground that had been
logged over years before by ox teams.

The machine was operated

for six weeks, and in that time showed itself to be apparently

equal to the performance of the steam donkey.

From 1903 to 1918, there was a period of experimentation
with this machine.

A good many operations tried the electric

machines, but discontinued them, primarily because they were a
new invention, hence were not improved to a gr^at extent, and

also because the steam rigs were making rapid progress and tend
ing to put the electric machines

Into ohsecurity.

However, the

electric rig did not lose its hold entirely, and as different
improvements were made from time to time and the machine grad
ually became more efficient.

One of the chief difficulties

found in the operation of the machine, was that the control of
speed was not adequate, and as a result, made it extremely
dangerous for the hook-tenders and choker-setters.

act this difficulty, the solenoid brake was devised.
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To counter

Later

a resistance was added in the circuit of the brake causing it

to partly raise and drag the shoe, obtaining what is commonly
known as a creeping speed.

The Westinghouse people, next came out with a machine,

having this type of braking.

The speed of this machine was

equal to 300 ft. per minute on the main line.

Among the first

operations to use this type of machine, w8s the Potlach Lumber

Company of Idaho.

Here they made a run of sixty four days

with the machine and averaged 74,000 ft. per day, in a stand

of 50$ Douglas Fir, running about 50,000 ft. to the acre.
It happened that the steam rigs in the same operation were
acquiring the same volume, but at a greater cost.

The next improvement in the machine was installed by the
General Electric, when they brought out on the market a two

speed machine capable of a speed of 900 ft. per minute on the
main line, and 2000 feet on the haulback.

This machine was

controlled by gear, and could also produce a speed of 450 ft.
down to 200 ft. per minute.

Snoqualmie Falls put a machine

of this type into action, and made a very close comparison
between the electric and their steam rigs.

The log scales

were watched and the electric machines showed a

crease over the steam rigs.

steady in

It was found that after a prriod

of 222 days, the electric had pulled 65 million feet of timber
off of 1000 acres, averaging 97,000 feet per day.

The system

of logging used was the high lead, going out from 800 to 1200
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feet.

The General Electric next

came out with an electric loader

which was purchased by the Snoqualmie outfit.

system on this rig was especially interesting.

The braking

At each succ

essive step or position of the controller or master switch,
a braking torque was produced as follows:

when the controller

was placed in first position for hoisting, the motor torque

slightly exceeded the braking torque, making it able to raise

the empty tongs or any light load just as slowly as desired.
From the second position in the hoisting direction there were

no brakes applied, the resistance in the secondary circuit

being cut out step by step in the ordinary manner.

This machine

was capable of lifting an 8000 foot fir log weighing 28 tons,
and suspending dead in mid air, without the lerst brake in
efficiency.

This loader kept the landing clear and loaded 25

cars in one day, aggregating something over 200,000 feet.
The electrically driven yarder having demonstrated the

practibility and economy of using electricity to operate logg

ing machinery, it was arranged with the Willamette Iron and
Steel Works and the General Electric Company to build an elect

rically driven loader as nearly duplicate In performance as

possible to the Willamette Iron and Steel Works steam duplex
loader.

This machine

arrived at

Snoaualmie Falls

was mounted on a sled with the yarder machine.

in June

and

The sled was

60 feet in length, the losder in front and the yarder on the
back end.

The yarder is mounted on a twelve inch timber rest

ing on the sled runner.

This W8S done to raise the yarder up,
-6-

allowing the main line to pass over the top of the loader
thru the fair lead.

The loader was equipped with two 75

horsepower motors, and also especially wound like the yard
er motor.

A special arrangement of brakes was used to get

speed control, and worked out exceptionally well in operation.

In fact, the performance of this electric loader was nothing
short of phenomenal.

It was possible to do one thing with

this loader which could not be accomplished by the steam dup

lex, namely to hold a log in any suspended position desired.
To do this it is only necessary to shut off the power, and the
brakes automatically set, holding the log suspended.

As

stated before, the performance of this new electrically driven
loader has been phenomenal, so much so in fact that it has
been definitely decided to make no changes except to use a

larger drum, thereby increasing the speed of the tongs.
ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES OF THE EL HTTP IC MACHINE.

Turning aside from the history of the electric machines,
we find certain distinct advantages in this source of power.

True, it has its disadvantages, which will be explained later,

however, the advantages are exceedingly outstanding and are
becoming so recognized by the modern loggers of today.
Fire Risk

The primary concern of every logger today is what his
fire loss is going to amount to before the season is over

and the usual working year is finished.

With the ordinary

wood burning equipment, it is known that sixty percent of his
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fires are set by his own equipment.

Fire protection in the form

of spark arresters and pumps are required of all operators In
these days, but even with these close at hand, the damage spreads
in an ever increasing amount every year.

No spark arrester

yet has been devised that at some time or another did not fail
to function and let the fire bug loose on its lands.

With oil

In the engines, the operator reduces his equipment-set fires

by 25$, but that still leaves 35$ set by his own hand, as it
were.

It might be well to state here that these figures might

be reduced by proper care of arresters and the selection of
the type used.

In Washington and Oregon, oil engines are not

required to have arresters, the authorities evidently feeling

that the spark-throwing proclivities are very small.

However,

there are always the sparks of burning soot that are blown out
from the flues of the boiler, especially when they are being

sanded.

The general opinion of many loggers is that for Oil

operation, a Bradley-Hunter stack is best.

It has a metal

cone in it that deflects the sparks as they come thru the stack,
bv means of circular vanes that throw the sparks to the side

where they are cooled, and then later blown out.

Another type

that is used extensively is the Gerlinger, manufactured at
Dallas.

Other types vary from those using the w-ter spray,

as in the Glafke, to the common, ordinary piece of screen used

by many of the "haywire" logging outfits.
With electric equipment, however, this danger of sparks

and fire is entirely done away with.

There is no stack for the
;00L Of
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sparks to come streaming out of and there are no fires constantly

taking heavy toll in lumber and money thruout the "season".
Consequently, the risk is reduced to zero.

If the operator

is using oil in his locomotives, this reduces his fire risk
to that of the loco-installation, a very negligible figure if
arresters are used.

With the first aovent of electric donkeys,

it was claimed that shorts on the machine would cause fire,

but this has been removed from the danger of possibility by
means of the system of circuit breakers used and the various

ground connections.
Saving In Cost of Pigging Water Lines

Pigging water lines and pumps over long stretches of country
is one of the disadvantages of the industry that operators
have had to contend with since the logging engine first came into
use.

True enough, the first logging machine in the swamps of the

south did not h've any special problem to speak of,

but the

modern two speed engine with its extension boiler and poor op

erating efficiency, needs a large supply of water to keep it
in running order.

Without water it must shut down or ruin its

machinery and endanger the life of the men that operate It .
Not

so is the

case of the electric machine.

There are

no water

lines to lay out to the donkey every time the machine is moved,

end there are no boilers to get low on water and burn out as a
result, with danger of an explosion.

In putting in an electric

installation, it has been found that the cost of keeping the

water laid to the donkey just about pays for what the same out
fit takes for power lines to be put In.
-9-

Pqwer lines are only

put in oncer while a water line is put in, changed, taken down,
and put up again a good many times In a season.
Saving In Fuel Cost

In line with the problem of supplying water to a steam

donkey,

is the fuel problem.

wood or oil which

As the electric does not need the

is the fuel of the steam donkey,

it releases

the wages of those men necessary to handle the fuel of a steam
rig.

It derives Its power from the central power station that

is brought out to it over the lines put up by the money that
formerly went to the construction of a water line with the

steam machine.

The saving in the wood used is not to be passed

off with but a moment's notice.

Under ordinary circumstances,

a wood-burning donkey will use from 1600 to 2000 board feet of
wood a day.

As

in nearly all cases, donkeys require wood that

can be split easily, this cost will run up to around fifteen
dollars per day for fuel at th^ least. A comparison of the costs
between this and electric installation is given later in this
paper.

Reduction of Wear and Depreciation
To the person who has studied mechanics of the most rud
imentary form,

it is epsj to see that the electric motor reduces

one of the biggest reasons for the upkeep of the logging donkey

by taking away the heaviest reciprocating parts of the engine.

In the ordinary donkey engine, there are the reciprocating parts
of the connecting rods, pistons, valves, and eccentrics to act

against the revolving parts of the drums, cranks, counterweights,

and gears, producing, instead of an action in one plane, an action
-10-

in two different planes of two different types.

Besides this,

neither action of these planes is caused by the quartering of
the crank shaft.

in this way the frame of the donkey is sub

jected to several different strains in several directions at the
same time, tending to twist the frame out of shape.

In the

electric donkey there are no reciprocating parts to act in in

creasing the wear of the revolving parts.

The motor revolves

on its axis and is connected, not by a connecting rod, but by

a train of gears to the drums of the engine, in this way elim

inating entirely the action of the piston and rods of the steam

engine.

The electric motor eliminates the boiler from the rig,

and with it much of the cause of fires and also time that is

necessary to take in order to repair the flues and grates.
The latter, although done outside of the working day, is in

creasing the cost of the engine.

The electric motor also el

iminates any chance for a boiler explosion.

The manufacturers' figures show that the depreciation on

an electric donkey is only 4.3$ compared with 12.5$ on steam
rigs.

General Savings

The amount saved in operating expense for the day is In

creased by the elimination of the wood-split and fireman from

the engine crew.

This, with the fireman's wages at four dollars

and the wood-split's at three dollars, makes a saving of seven

dollars a day in the crew alone.

The point of saving on the wire rope used on the machine

is, of course, a debatable, one.
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The claim of all engineers is

that,

in theory at least, the electric should be easier on

lines than a

stepm machine.

This decision

is reached from the

construction of the machine, in that it can take up line slower

and without the customary jerk when shifting to the high speed.
This last is due to the construction of the mechanism, so that

the high speed drum drags for a moment after the release of the
low speed, and thereby taking up most of the shock of the change

of speeds.

As a whole, however, there is not much saving in line

unless the engineer is conscientious and knows the character

istics of the electric rig.

It can easily be seen that the

engineer can be just as hard on line with either type, if he
operates the machine without any regard for the equipment.

On long hauls there is no waiting for steam as on some eng
ines with insufficient boiler pressure.

The electricity is there

in full force all of the time, and only n^eds to be txirned on to
do its part.

ELECTFICITY;

ITS AVAILABILITY ANT1 POSSIBILITIES

One of the chief problems with the electric machine is in

the obtaining of its fuel.

Like all the rest, steam, gas, oil,

etc., the electric must have ample "juice" in order to perform.
Because of its peculiar characteristics, electricity is

looked upon as something mysterious, something uncanny, by a

greater majority of people.

However, this power is really the

cheapest, simplest form of energy that can be obtained in the

present day and age.

Let us look into stastistics for a moment,

in order to prove this point.
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In 1900, ten percent of the motive power used in the
steel mills was applied thru motors; today forty five percent

is motorized, representing a total of three million horsepower
supplied by electric motors.

This shows one, that the trend is

gradually toward electrification thruout the gigantic industries

of the United States.

Naturally as the demand for electricity

increases, yearby year, the question is raised as to wherein

lies the ample source of the "white fuel".

As a result of an

extensive investigation, the leaders in this auest found that
the electrical resources of the nation,

in form of sources of

power amounted to three billion tons of coal and fifty-four

million horsepower in water.

It is interesting to note, in

this connection, that seventy percent of the total available
water power of the nation is located in the Pacific and Mount

ain states, and only 6.5 percent of it has been developed up
to date.

This country at present, consumes about 600 million tons

of coal per year, this amount being divided about equally be
tween the use for power and the use for heat.

This means a

yearly consumption of 300 million tons of coal for power, and

as a large percentage of the plants producing steam power are

of old design, requiring good steam coal, great inroads are

being made on the three million tons supply of this Quality
coal.

There are, however, ample fuel resources In quantity

for a prolonged period, although the cost will increase and

the quality decrease as the most available and best deposits
are exhausted.

Fuel oil hf.s been extensively used in the

,,
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west but is more or less of an unknown quantity at present.
Indications are that fuel will increase in price and the logical

thing for power users to do would be to avail themselves of the
advantages gained by using electricity as a motive poser.

In

fact, the use of electricity as a motive power is the only known

method of off-setting the burden of high priced fuel at present.
If it can be obtained by the use of water power the result is
a double saving.

The first saving would be in the use of the

"juice", and the second saving is in the release of a certain
amount of fuel which otherwise would have been used to generate
the electricity.
There are practically no restrictions as to where it can be

used, as the transmission of electrical energy cay be accomp
lished over long distances very economically and applied to motors

to drive machinery miles distant from the generating station.
The practibility of using electric motors hinges more upon the
amount of work to be

done and

Its relation to the

investment

necessary, than upon the question of whether an electric motor

can equal the performance of any other kind of a motor or engine.
The performance of electric motors is not based upon a hit or

miss, cut and try method in design but upon proven mathematical
formulas as set forth by electrical science and used in the

design by engineers trained as to the use of the facts and prin
ciples of physical science with technical preciseness, insuring

the output to be exactly what it was predetermined to be.
However, the average man accustomed to dealing with visible

tangible quantities becomes lost in the mysteries of electricity,
-14-

hence the tardiness with which the logging industry has taken

up or investigated into the technical advantages of the subject.
Until recently, electrifications in the lumber industry have been
comparatively few to those made in other industries.

Whatever

the reasons were for the non-electrification in the lumber industry

in the past,

at present the new mills and many of the old are

installing motors thruout.

An instance of this recent tendency

to electrify sawmills is in the plant completed some six years
ago by the Snoqualmie Falls Lumber Co.

The three principle fact

ors in continuity of service such as this is correct application,

proper upkeep and a reasonable amount of spare motors to replace
failures when they occur.

From July 1, to September 27, in 1928,

a period of 67 working days,

no electrical defect in any of the

400 motors installed, caused loss of time, affecting any of the
mills as a unit.

The item or proper upkeep is not alarming as

this plant amploys but one maintenance electrician per 1000
of motor horsepower installation per shift, and

in this conn

ection it should be remembered that the individual drive method,
is used, a method requiring the maximum of electrical mainten
ance.

It is probably sure that some of the old belted mills

operated for longer periods without a power failure, but when
it

is taken into consideration that even the best of plants

using the old method did not deliver over five percent of the
power produced in the engine room at the machines, in the mill,

and that it was a poorly engineered electrification, indeed,
when 90 percent of the power is not delivered at the motors,

it is easy to understand that it would require an unheard of
-15-

amount of electrical failures to balance the

difference

in

efficiency.

A resume of the operations of one yarder used by this
company covering a period from Oct. 1, 1918 to July 1, 1920 is
as

follows:

Number of days operating

416

Number of settings

18

Acres logged off

572

Average per day, Ft.
Total log scale

73,842
30,717,422

The use of motors In connection with the logging operations

occasioned the building of a power line into the woods.

The

voltage used in the mills and generated in the power plant
situated on the mill site is 550 volts, 3 phase, 60 cvcle.

This voltage is stepped up to 13, 200 volts by the use of
step up transformers located at the power plant.

The power

is transmitted at this voltage of 13,200 out to the woods

where a step down transformer is used to reduce the voltage
to 550 at which the motor operates.

Sections of the line

considered as main line or permanent lines are built of

good cedar poles and steel pins and pde tops are used, but
in the spurs and other places considered as temporary lines,
where they are taken down within a year, anything in the shape

of a pole or a small tree, that happens to be in line that
cen be used.

In 1918, this company built 7150 feet of line;

in 1919, 29350 feet of line was constructed; in 1920, 12,200
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feet was placed, making a total of 48,600 feet of line in
21 months.

Generally, the cost of transmission line consruction has
been estimated ss being done at about a thousand dollars per
mile.

After the main transmission

Line, carrying the current

at approximately 66,000 volts, has arrived at the main sub
division,

it is stepped down to 13,200 volts by means of a three

Delta-connected 1500 Kva. single phase transformer.

From here

the lines go to the woods where the substations are situated,

a gain the voltage is reduced, this time to 600 volts as formerly
described

in the Snoqualmie operations.

Prom the substation

next to the wood's link, the lines are carried on trees, except
in the open, bare spots, where poles are used.

The lines instead

of being laid along the railroad, as might be expected are laid

between the different logging units.
this method reduces the

cost

of the

twenty-five to thirty per cent.

It has been found that
line

construction from

On the straight-aways, the

line is strung on and from single disk suspension insulators.

The general practice is to suspend these by some sort of a strap,
as they are only semi-permanent and will be removed later on.

On the main transmission line the wire used is seven strand,

bare copper wire.

As the voltage on the line is reduced, the

size of wire also drops.

donkey, an armored cable

From the woods transformer to the

is used as the connecting link.

The

ordinary cable in used consists of three 300,000 circular mill,
rubber covered conductors, with tarred jute fillers.

This

assembly is wrapped with four layers of varnished cambric tape
-17-

and one layer of rubber filled tape.

The whole assembly is then

covered with armored steel cable with a five-inch pitch to it.

That is, the covering is laid on spirally so as to wear longer
when it Is pulled over the ground, and subjected to other

abuse common in the woods.

The cable is made up in lengths of

five hundred and two hundred and fifty feet and so made, that the
ends can be connected together where a longer span than either

of these two is necessary.

In loading the cable to move it,

it is generally laid in long loops, on flat cars and carried

in that manner to the next set-up.

As the cable is so large

and unwieldy, it was early found that to use circular drums
was ouite impractical.

COST OF AVAILABLE PQWFE

Power can be bought from the power companies scattered
thruout the coast region at the rate of about a cent and a

quarter per kilowatt hour.

When the company owns its own plant,

run generally at the mill from refuse, this price can be cut a
fraction of a cent and allowance made for a little saving there.

WOODS TRANSFORMERS

In order that the reader may obtain a clearer conception

of the manner in which the "juice" is handled In the woods,
a description of an ordinary transformer and its function might
be desirable.

Woods transformers are built on s sturdy sled that is

capable of withstanding heavy treatment around the operations.
The sled

is made of skids from fourteen to
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sixteen feet long with

six cross braces connecting them through the length of the sled.
They are set into the sides of the skids and doubly fastened by
means of thru bolts.

An upper frame is made of six by six timber

on which the lightning arresters, outdoor oil circuit breakers,
and other such instruments are mounted.
The transformer is mounted on the two center cross pieces

of the sled by means of bolts.

The transformer, itself, is a

600 volt, three phase, low reactance transformer that steps the
current down to six hundred volts.

The leads from the trans

former run into a steel enclosed cabinet, mounted on the frame
in which are bus bars.

These are so made that, when required,

two or more cables can be taken out to the logging unit.

The

cabinet also contains the meters, fuses, and other equipment

necessary to keep a record of the power used by each unit of
the operation from that sub-station.

THE MODERN ELECTRIC MACHINE

Earlier in the paper, the development of the electrical

machine thruout the age was described.

The method and practice

of conveying the "fuel" to the modern machine has been explpined,
however, my desire is not yet accomplished.

When speaking of the "electricity in the woods", one refers
pretty generally to either the elctric donkey or the yarder.
With a few exceptions, these are the only electrical appliances

that hpve been thus far, been developed, to any great extent.

The electrical donkey is perhaps the more common of the two.
This machine has come thru a long period of experimentation and
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trial and Is not yet perfected by a good deal.

However, the

modern twentieth century machine is a vast improvement over

the old one.

At present, the modern machine is eouipped as

will be generally described.

The principal changes in the electric logging donkey have

already been touched upon; that, it has no connecting rods to
translate its motion to the drums of the engine.

uses gears direct from the motor.

Instead, it

In such cases as multiple drum

rigs, it requires more than one cylinder.

The electric duplex

loader that is put out is one of the fastest machines in the
woods.

It is handled the same as any duplex and has the ad

vantages of having two fast 75 horsepower motors to run it.

The

manufacturers have so adjusted the line speeds that it "has the
edge" over a steam loader.

At the present time there are two standard types of electric
installation for yarding engines.

The first of these, put out

by the Willamette Iron and Steel Works, has a 300 horsepower,
variable speed, line motor with a two speed gear shift on the

rig.

The other put out by the Washington Iron Works, has a

two speed motor developing either 200 or 300 horsepower, depend
ing on the arrangement of the stator windings.
The Willamette two-speed electric donkey has a three hund
red horsepower motor, operating on six hundred volts.

The

motor is a variable speed type with a maximum of four hundred

and fifty revolutions per minute.

The main line has a speed of

seven hundred and seventy five feet per minute in high and three

hundred and seventy-five feet per minute in low.
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The haulback

has a speed of nineteen hundred feet per minute in high, and
nine hundred feet per minute in low.

ment that,

cable used,

This type has an arrange

in theory at least, should lengthen the life of the

in shifting from high to low while the engine is

in motion, it is generally found that the switch is made with
a decided surge on the line when the friction device takes hold.

To eliminate this shock, the two speeds are arranged so that
the high speed expects the release of the low speed and the high
speed friction band frags for a fraction of a second, so that
the takeup is not so sudden on the line.

The air compressor

gives a hundred pounds pressure and operates the whistle and

the frictions.

The air is pumped by a fifty-two cubic feet per

minute compressor that

is automatically started and stopped by

the pressure in the tank.

The control panel set by the engineer

contains the main line brake, the under voltage contactors as
well as the gravity reset

inverse time limit relay.

This last

device is an arrangement by which the circuit breakers are closed
after they have be^-n thrown open by too large a drag on the
engine.

This is one of the most up-to-the-minute arrangements

in use and saves many break-downs and broken lines.

The circuit

breakers on the rig are set so as to throw open when so much of
a drag comes through into the motor.

When these are thrown by

the action of the motor trying to carry too much of a load, the

relays take up the job of setting them again.

They are adjusted

so that when a certain time has psssed they automatically reset
the circuit breakers.

When this has been done, the current can

again reach the motor and the machine may be started.
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The Washington engine does not have a tv*o speed arrangement
in th§ gears but has a two speed motor instead.

The stator

windings of this motor are twenty four in number and the change

in speed is made by changing the number of stator windings from
twenty four to twelve.

With the large number of poles, the motor

has a rating of two hundred horsepower.

The line speeds are

about the same as on the Willamette, both in low and high.

The

controls differ from those of the Willamette in that the cont

actors are operated by air instead of magnetism as in the Will
amette-

The pilot valves that control the air cylinder are act

uated by a direct current control circuit.

On account of the

arrangement, it is necessary for the Washington machine to carry
two 52 cubic-feet-per-minute compressors to supply their engines

with the necessary supply for operating the frictions, whistle and
contactors.

The action of an electric donkey in taking up a heavy load

is practically the same as with a steam donkey.

On steam rigs

the throttle is opened wide and all power put on the line.
same follows for electricity.

The

It is not limited to two speeds,

a high and a low, but has gradations of intermediate speed reg
ulated by the contactors.

In this way it gets practically the same

effect as a steam donkey.

The engine is put in low, the control

thrown over, and the same impulse goes onto the line as in a

steam rig.

When the load begins moving, it can be shifted to

high and the speed controlled.
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COMPARISON OF POSTS

In order to substantiate the argument for the electric

machines an actual example is given.

In a nine months' op

eration, the Long-Bell Company had the following results.

April
May
June

July

August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

122,300
150,700
153,100
138,600
179,500
181,300
178,600
167,900

14,141,514

115.6

17,549,712
20,827,225
19,128,742

116.4
136.0
148.0
125.9
123.6
134.1
127.5
131.8

128,000

22,609,813
22,416,499
23,953,439
21,414,356
16,877,645

1,400,000

178,917,945

127.9 Av.

With an average of 128 board feet per kilowatt hour, it
can be seen that it will average 7.8 kilowatt hours per thous
and board feet.

At the same time, the loss in the transmission

line was added to this and raised it to nine kilowatt hours per

thousand.

These losses were found by having the readings at

the main station as the current left, and checking it with the
current used in the woods.

The loss due to leakage is approx

imately twenty per cent.

These machines had an average output of one hundred and

twenty two thousand board feet per day, the highest for one
day being three hundred and forty five thousand.

Figuring that the average cost of power could be lowered

by the company, so that it would only cost them a cent a kil
owatt hour, the cost of power would then be about nine cents
a thousand or eleven dollars a day.

To show a comparative cost analysis of the steam and the
-23-

electric types, I will take this operation as a basis with the
following prices quoted:

Then the

12 x 14 steam, two speed

$14,000

300 H.P. electric

#15,000

Fuel per day

$

15

Power per day

$

11

Wages per day, steam

$

60

Wages per day, electric

$

53

investment

In each for a year would be:
STEAM

ELECTPIC

Investment

$14,000

$15,000

Fuel

$ 4,500

$ 3,300

Operating

$ 1,800

$ 1,590

Depreciation

$ 1,750

$

TOTAL

$22,050

$20,535

The difference

645

in favor of the electric donkey is

$1,515, which amounts to $5.15 in a three hundred day year.
This amount,if put awsy, would be equal to the interest of

$37,875 for one year.
The above table does not take

in the Items of expense

that would come in, as no reliable estimate of the amount for
the first year of an operation could be secured.

These would

cover the costs of pipe line, repairs, line, and such items.

The depreciation on steam is figured at 12.5$ and on the
electric at 4.3$.

At this saving per year, the extra cost of the electric

equipment would be paid off in the first year, and the savings
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accruing to the installation would be increased profits after
that

time.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion I believe, that it can now be stated th8t

electric logging is no longer a mere experiment to be entered

into or taken Up with intretyrtSfation and fear.

The machines

have been gradually Improved and advanced thru a period of years
so that at present the era of electricity is upon the threshold
of the mechanical world, within the logging industry.
as has been mentioned before, the

Of course,

idea of electricity is slow

to impress itself upon the "loggers", as a whole.

The very item

that characterizes the entire industry, has predominated here
and the electric machine has not gained wide popularity.

How

ever, newer minds are taking over the wheels, newer ideas 8nd
thoughts are occurring and as a result, better methods of op
erating are being installed.

With this trend of mechanical

improvement, comes electricity in all Its phases.
Needless to say, but electric donkeys are not the only

possibility.

Iw the future, we may expect to see electrified

logging railroads thruout the national forests.

Many of the great

industry leaders, themselves, prophesize that this will come
true, and even present experiments point toward it.

We have

proved conclusively by actual stastistics that electricity
equals in output and performance that of the steam machine, and

above all excels in a lower operative cost.

Fgwever, as Mr.

Lloyd Curtis of the Snoduelmie falls Lumber has put it, "Every

thing that was created by the hand of man can be irproved upon",
-25-

>ence so it is true with the electric machines.

Nevertheless,

in the years to come as the industry demands greater efficiency

in and thruout the operations, the economic phase will stamp
the value of this type of power Indelibly upon the minds of

industrial leaders, and as like the oxen, and the horse, the
steam rig will slip into its nitch as history.

-» .» t\
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